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Introduc3on 

The development of computer programs capable of enhancing 
creativity has the potential to significantly have an impact on 
the evolution of human societies [3]. For example, it has been 
shown that greater employee creativity is associated with better 
business excellence [28, 46] and that creativity-enhancing 
decision support systems can be used to improve the creative 
response of their users [e.g., 27, 29, 46–48, 52, 63] contributing 
to value creation. (However, Cheung et al. [13] have reported 
that the use of repository databases for knowledge re-use can 
be detrimental for the creative output of the most skilled 
individuals.) Examples of successful applications of creativity 
supporting systems include, among others, the modeling of 
analogical reasoning [12], new product development [39], task 
location scouting [52], and internet-based methods to conduct 
creativity sessions [4]. 

Cognitive mapping techniques [e.g., 25, 26, 49, 64, 72] that 
aim to extract subjective knowledge from individuals, and to 
represent them in a graphical way, have been used in 
developing creativity supporting systems. There are several 
different cognitive mapping techniques used in practice [e.g., 
25, 26, 64]. Causal maps [e.g., 2, 1, 31, 33, 53] aim to represent 
the concepts and the causal relationships between them, 
allowing the modeling of complex chains of arguments [53]. 
Concept maps attempt to identify the relationships (which can 
be bidirectional) between the different concepts (which do not 
need to represent causality) and aim to generate ideas and to 
help in knowledge development by integrating old and new 
knowledge. Semantic maps are used to explore an idea by 
listing other ideas connected to it, and are helpful in obtaining 
a better understanding of an individual’s belief system; these 
are also known as mind maps [e.g., 11]. Influence diagrams are 

graphical models used to represent complex decision processes, 
based on uncertain information, allowing the development of 
probabilistic models (based on Bayesian networks) from expert 
knowledge [e.g., 5, 14, 23]. An in-depth discussion of cognitive 
mapping, and respective techniques, can be found in 
References [26] and [64]. 

This article is focused on causal maps [e.g., 2, 33, 53]. 
Eden’s [26, p. 1] definition of causal maps (Eden actually calls 
them “cause maps”) is the following: these maps are networks 
of nodes and arrows where the direction of the arrow from one 
node to its neighbor implies believed causality. As explained by 
Siau and Tan [64], these causal maps represent a set of causal 
relationships between constructs within a belief system. These 
causal maps may not relate to individual cognition as they may 
represent, instead, the beliefs of a group of individuals or, as in 
the problem addressed in this article, a theory commonly shared 
by the scientific community to explain a phenomenon. 

The study of how researchers interact with each other, and 
with the object of their studies, in scientific research, is one of 
the issues addressed by the new paradigm research methods 
[e.g., 38, 60, 61] that see people as co-creating their reality 
through participation. As summarized in Reference [61], from 
the perspective of these research methods, there are at least four 
kinds of knowledge: (i) experiential, gained through direct 
interaction with the others or things; (ii) practical, the 
knowledge of how to do something; (iii) presentational, the 
process by which we order our tacit experiential knowledge into 
a pattern (it works as a “bridge” between experiential and 
propositional knowledge); (iv) propositional, the knowledge 
about something expressed in statements and theories. As 
emphasized by the new paradigm research methods, if the 
propositions are generated exclusively by a researcher who is 
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not involved in the experience being researched, and are 
derived without taking into account the practical and 
experiential knowledge of the subjects, the findings are not 
valid. 

From the perspective of the new paradigm research methods, 
propositional knowledge cannot give an absolute account of 
what there is, it can only give a mediated, subjective, and inter-
subjective account of reality; that is, reality is considered a 
social construct. The validity of such knowledge requires the 
researcher to use critical subjectivity, that is, to recognize the 
subjective nature of knowledge, and to accept that subjectivity 
is part of the experiential articulation of reality, and to use this 
self-reflection when producing propositional knowledge. 

The causal map techniques analyzed in this article are used 
to assist in the production of propositional knowledge and, in 
conjunction with the logic-based algorithm proposed in this 
article, they allow the development of consistent, sound, and 
complete theories, helping in the transformation of practical 
and experiential knowledge into propositions. Moreover, the 
use of causal maps also allows the surfacing of tacit knowledge 
(possibly multidisciplinary), and the analysis of the 
relationships between a very large number of concepts 
(possibly contradictory), keeping the causality link. In this 
context, the analysis of causal maps with logic tools, as 
proposed in this article, has the advantage of being able to 
detect contradictions and to find patterns in the causal links, and 
to discover incompleteness in the causal explanations. For all 
these reasons, the use of logic tools, together with causal maps, 
may help in knowledge creation by allowing the researchers to 
develop a stronger critical subjectivity, as required by the new 
paradigm research methods [e.g., 38, 60, 61]. 

Interesting enough, even logic can be, to a certain extent, 
subjective. Most specifically, material implication [e.g., 73] can 
be difficult to interpret and to translate into current speech in 
theory formation, possibly introducing a degree of subjectivity 
in the expression of theories, due to its wellknown paradoxes: 
whenever the antecedent is false, the conditional is true; 
whenever the consequent is true, the conditional is true. For this 
reason, the methodology followed in this article uses causal 
implication [10, 37]. In causal implication, all the propositions 
mean “causality sufficiency” as described by Burks [10]. This 
means that the antecedent may contain irrelevant conditions for 
the causal relationship to hold and still the proposition is 
correct. Henderson [37] exemplifies the difference between 
material and causal implications: the proposition “If my dog has 
a white tail it will die” is false in causal implication, but it is 
true in material implication, when the dog does not have a white 
tail. 

The problem addressed in this article is the one of using 
computational algorithms to help in improving the quality of 
the theories produced (in terms of transparency of causal 
relationships and absence of contradictions) with resource to 
causal maps, to maintaining consistency in complex networks. 
Most importantly, given the possible complexity of the causal 
map, there are potentially many insights that can be proved 
from the basic causal relationships between the different 

concepts that are difficult to deduce. This creative process 
requires, first and foremost, the ability to generate new 
conjectures (these are the possible causal relationships that 
have not been stated in the causal map but are implicit in it) and 
then the procedure to prove that the conjectures do hold true in 
the network of causal relationships considered in the theory. 
When these conjectures become theorems (i.e., when they are 
proved to be true in the context of the base theory), these 
relationships become explicit in the causal map. 

Additionally, causal maps enable a better identification of 
the interactions between different concepts, revealing the 
existence of common factors to explain them, enabling the 
discovery of causal rules of behavior previously unknown to 
the researcher and, as in the case of the meta-theorems 
presented in this article, leading to the creation of new concepts. 
These meta-theorems represent causal patterns in the data that 
explain the joint emergence of a set of consequences. In terms 
of the causal diagram, this corresponds to the construction of a 
new set of concepts and causal relationships between them (this 
is a meta-graph, developed using as base the causal diagram). 

To this effect, this article presents a creativity supporting 
system for theory development. The article discusses the use of 
causal maps as ways to develop theories, proposing an 
algorithm for theory development and testing. The proposed 
algorithm uses first-order predicate logic [69, 70] and, through 
a process of inference from the basic axioms of the theory, it is 
able to develop a set of new theorems that are theoretically 
consistent (i.e., the theory is contradiction-free), sound (i.e., all 
the inferences in the theory and logically correct), and 
contingent (i.e., the theory is falsifiable and not based on 
tautologies). 

As an application of our methodology, we analyze the inertia 
fragment of organizational theory [35, 77]. The methodology 
used in the article is similar to the logic approach used in the 
literature [e.g., 41, 57], but it differs from it in clear ways: the 
algorithm is able not only to create theorems relating multiple 
properties to one property but also meta-theorems relating 
multiple properties to multiple properties. These meta-
theorems, by pulling together multiple properties in the 
consequent part of the conditional relationship, are indeed 
creating new concepts, and not just new relationships between 
concepts. Moreover, the methodology is based on causal 
implication and not on material implication. The causal maps 
used in this article also differ from the methodology in 
References [11, 14, 21, 23, 25–27, 53, 55, 64], as we tend to 
rely on tables to represent the relationship between the 
variables, instead of graphical representations, which, 
nonetheless, may be used by the researcher as a supporting tool. 

The article is organized as follows. The next section gives a 
background on computational creativity. Then an algorithm for 
theory development is presented. “An application to the 
analysis of structural inertia in organizations” discusses the 
basic premises of the inertia fragment of the theory of 
organizational ecology, and applies the algorithm to the 
analysis and development of this theory. The last section 
concludes the article. 



  

Background on computa/onal crea/vity 

Creativity has long been recognized as an important factor to 
explain the success of people and organizations. For example, 
Edward de Bono’s [21] work on creative and lateral thinking 
has looked at the implications of creativity-enhancing methods 
on the management of organizations that want to unleash the 
creative power of their collaborators. It is, therefore, evident 
that tools capable of enhancing individual and organizational 
creativity have an important social value. This creative process 
can result both from the exploration and transformation of 
conceptual spaces, for example, by using reasoning by analogy 
[59, 64], or be the product of an incremental problem-solving 
process that does not arise from conceptual restructuring [e.g., 
8, 9]. 

Boden [9] has identified three types of creativity: (i) 
combinatorial creativity, involving novel (improbable) 
combination of familiar ideas, which she exemplifies with Jape 
[7]; (ii) exploratory creativity, representing the generation of 
novel ideas by the exploration of structured conceptual spaces, 
which Boden exemplifies with the classics AARON [50], 
Bacon [43], and EMI [18]; (iii) transformational creativity, 
involving the transformation of some dimension(s) of the 
conceptual space, so that new ideas can be generated which 
could not have arisen before, which she exemplifies with AM 
and Eurisko [44]. Exploratory creativity is very well adapted to 
classical artificial intelligence methods, for example, Harvey 
[36] developed SAGA, a model that adapts the basic genetic 
algorithms framework for discovery and exploration tasks; 
Pereira et al. [58] proposed genetic algorithms for generation 
and neural nets for evaluation of new ideas; Bentley [6] used 
evolutionary algorithms for creative exploration. 

It is, therefore, evident that Boden’s definition of creativity 
is still subjective, that is, a given idea can be classified either as 
creative or not, depending on the process used to achieve it 
(intentional purpose), [e.g., 71]. Wiggins [74] has attempted to 
clarify Boden’s ideas on creativity by proposing a formalization 
of this concept, to enable a detailed comparison of systems that 
exhibit behavior that in humans would be called creative. 
Wiggins has concluded that Boden’s concept of creativity, even 
though subjective, is rather powerful in allowing the assessment 
of the creative potential of different systems. 

Wiggins’ framework starts by defining the universe of 
possibilities (the multi-dimensional space), the basic axioms 
defining it, and its conceptual spaces. These conceptual spaces 
are generated by two distinct rule sets that allow the definition 
of their boundaries and the search of new concepts to be added 
to them. Nonetheless, subjectivity is also present in Wiggins’ 
framework, due to the need to use evaluation rules to assess 
“quality, according to whatever criteria we may consider 
appropriate” [74, p. 453]. For this reason, Wiggins’ framework, 
even though representing an important step to formalizing 
Boden’s creativity concept (and, in this sense, illustrating how 
the concepts can be translated into computational procedures), 
very naturally, still retains the subjective aspects attached to the 
evaluation of novelty. 

This issue, the evaluation of novel ideas, is indeed one of the 
major problems faced by the research in computational 
creativity, as it is always problematic to assess the outputs of 
the system in terms of creative contribution (as it is difficult, in 
general, to assess the creativity of a person). This issue has been 
addressed by Colton [15], who developed a system in which a 
conjecture generation model, HR [16], interacts with a theorem 
proving system, Otter [51], in order to discard the conjectures 
produced by HR that are trivial for the Otter to prove. The HR 
has information about the domain studied, including objects of 
interest, initial concepts, and examples. The HR is able to build 
new concepts and to make conjectures [15, 16]. Colton’s HR 
has been extended by Pease et al. [56] to allow the production 
of conjectures with known counterexamples, to include the 
analysis of faulty conjectures, and to use a multi-agent 
approach in which agents are able to request and communicate 
with each other. Under this approach, the threshold considered 
to assess novelty is the one of discarding trivial conjectures. 
Hence, novel ideas are not creative if they do not pass this 
minimum threshold. 

Regarding the evaluation problem, a second school of 
thought argues that the creative process is as a social-cultural 
construct that cannot be replicated by a closed system within a 
single agent [19, 20]. This is an important point as if, by 
definition, creativity implies the creation of something new, 
however, it is not possible to create something from nothing, 
and the creation needs to be appreciated by someone who 
knows its value. This issue was addressed by Garfield et al. [30] 
who haveanalyzed how individual creativity is influenced by 
exposure to others, and have explained how the types of 
techniques used in teamwork have a significant impact on 
creativity. Therefore, from this perspective, creativity is a 
process that can be observed only at the intersection where 
individuals, domains, and fields interact. A model of creativity 
that takes this into account was proposed by Saunders and Gero 
[62], based on a multi-agent system in which agents interact to 
generate creative ideas, and by Zou and Yilmaz [78] to study 
the behavior of global participatory science communities. 

The review of the work on computational creativity clearly 
identifies the subjectivity of the evaluation process as one of the 
main issues faced by the researchers in the area. This issue, so 
far, has been dealt with by developing algorithms that have the 
ability to self-select (to a certain extent) the concepts produced, 
and by using agent-based systems where the ideas are produced 
collectively by the interaction between the different algorithms. 
For this reason, the creativity support system presented in this 
article aims to helping in theory development by assisting the 
researcher in the production of new theorems. The researcher is 
the ultimate judge of the quality of the results produced by the 
algorithm. 

As seen from our review, there are very different approaches 
to using computer software for enhancing creativity, including 
analogical reasoning [12], cognitive mapping [e.g., 2, 11, 25, 
26, 33, 64, 72], group decision support systems [17, 37, 42, 54, 
67], and evolutionary algorithms [6, 58]. Obviously, these 
different methods have strengths and weaknesses and tend to be 



 

chosen depending on the specific context in which they are 
employed. The specific approach followed in this article aims 
to helping researchers and practitioners in developing causal 
models when formalizing theories or when analyzing a 
problem, they may face in a business environment. For this 
reason, the methodology proposed is based on two components: 
(i) the exploration of possible logical contradictions in the 
causal maps, helping in developing consistent and sound views 
of the problem; and (ii) the identification of new relationships 
between known concepts, and in the construction of new 
concepts, based on currently consistent, sound, and complete 
causal maps. 

The next section presents an algorithm for automated theory 
development and testing. 

An algorithm for automated theory development and 
tes/ng 

The algorithm aims to assist in the production of new 
qualitative theories. The production of such theories can be 
very complex due to the large number of concepts involved, the 
possible requirement to integrate concepts from different areas 
of knowledge, and the subjective meaning and sophistication of 
the natural language used in their formulation. For these 
reasons, a creativity support algorithm can assist in theory 
development by: (i) clarifying the meaning of the previously 
held assumptions and theorems, with theconsequent increasein 
theobjectivityofthe theories produced; (ii) by checking 
consistency between the assumptions and theorems produced; 
(iii) by enabling the creation of new theorems from the basic 
assumptions. 

A theory has been defined as a set of sentences not 
necessarily closed [75]. Such a theory can be generated with the 
help of a computational algorithm for theory development and 
revision [e.g., 22, 32, 34, 75]. In order to formalize a given 
theory using first-order predicate logic, start by defining: (i) 
variables – these are the basic components of the theory; (ii) 
predicates – names of the concepts or properties (i.e., 
relationships between variables), or names of the constraints on 
a given variable; (iii) connective symbols which stand for the 
words used to combine different statements, in this case the 
symbols stand for, respectively, “not,” “and,” 
“or,” and “causal implication”. 

The algorithm proposed in this article was developed using 
Prolog [65, 66]: this is a specialized language for programming 
in logic which allows an easy representation of recursive 
reasoning, and a fast development of the interpreter used to 
build the causal map representing a given theory. This language 
uses first-order predicate logic as its base and all the sentences 
are presented in the conditional format, that is, as implications 
[e.g., 69, 70]. The use of first-order predicate logic enables the 
simplification of the mathematical representation of the 
formulas, rending them easier to read and understandable by a 
wider audience. 

The algorithm includes two main components: (i) a theory 
tester, and (ii) a theorem generator. Whereas the theory tester 

checks the initial theory for completeness and consistency, the 
theorem generator creates new theorems, and meta-theorems, 
from the initial knowledge. The algorithm starts by checking 
that the theory is complete. (A theory is said to be complete if 
every theorem in the theory can be proved by deduction from 
the assumptions.) Then, it analyzes the consistency of the initial 
theory. The initial theory can have theorems or assumptions that 
are contradictory. In this case, the theory tester identifies, and 
corrects, these inconsistencies. 

The algorithm then proceeds with the theorem generator. It 
looks at all known concepts in the theory and, by a process of 
deduction, collects and puts together all the properties used to 
prove the relationship under analysis taking, simultaneously, 
into account the assumptions required for the new theorem to 
hold. Finally, the theorems and assumptions are analyzed in 
order to develop meta-theorems relating multiple properties, 
creating, in effect, new concepts. These meta-theorems are a 
complement to ordinary theorems that only compare basic 
objects. 

Before proceeding, it is useful to clarify where the original 
concepts and causal relationships between them come from. If 
the problem addressed is the creation, and development, of a 
consistent, sound, and complete theory, the original concepts, 
and basic relationships between them, are defined by the 
researcher using his/her knowledge of the problem and taking 
into consideration the issues he/she aims to explain with the 
theory. 
The theory tester 

The theory tester is an automated theorem prover with an 
extension to correct the theory when inconsistencies are found. 
First, it checks if the theory is complete, i.e., every theorem in 
the theory must be proved from other theorems and 
assumptions. The procedure used to check completeness is 
prove(Goal, Result), presented in Table 1, in which Goal is a 
property of the objects in the theory, and Result equals “T” if 
the Goal is proved true and “F”, otherwise:this procedurechecks 
if a given theorem (Goal)can be proved from the known 
theorems and facts. All the concepts in the theory are tested. 

The algorithm considers three different cases in its attempt 
to solve prove (Goal, Result). First, if Goal is a fact in the 
theory, then the problem is solved as true, T. Second, if Goal is 
an implication with a body composed of other Goals, then the 
algorithm recursively needs to prove that the body in the 
implication for Goal is true. Finally, if there is at least one 
element in the body of the implication for Goal that fails, then 
the proof of Goal fails. 

The procedure used to analyze the body of Goal is described 
in step (2). In order to prove a given conjecture, the algorithms 
is required to prove every single argument (A to Z) in the 
“body” of that conjecture: this is achieved by using the 
procedure solve (Goal_body,Result) in Table 1. For this 
purpose, it calls the procedure solve(A ^ B ^ ... ^ Z, Result) that 
identifies the conditions for the main Goal to be true and then 
proves these conditions, one by one. If the proof was successful 
the procedure returns Result = T. If the procedure failed to 
prove one of the conditions then, if the condition is proved to 

to the large number of concepts involved, the possible require-
ment to integrate concepts from different areas of knowledge, and
the subjective meaning and sophistication of the natural language
used in their formulation. For these reasons, a creativity support
algorithm can assist in theory development by: (i) clarifying the
meaning of the previously held assumptions and theorems, with
the consequent increase in the objectivity of the theories produced;
(ii) by checking consistency between the assumptions and theo-
rems produced; (iii) by enabling the creation of new theorems
from the basic assumptions.

A theory has been defined as a set of sentences not necessarily
closed [75]. Such a theory can be generated with the help of a
computational algorithm for theory development and revision
[e.g., 22, 32, 34, 75]. In order to formalize a given theory using
first-order predicate logic, start by defining: (i) variables – these
are the basic components of the theory; (ii) predicates – names of
the concepts or properties (i.e., relationships between variables), or
names of the constraints on a given variable; (iii) connective
symbols which stand for the words used to combine different
statements, in this case the symbols :, ^ , _ , ! stand for,
respectively, “not,” “and,” “or,” and “causal implication”.

The algorithm proposed in this article was developed using
Prolog [65, 66]: this is a specialized language for programming in
logic which allows an easy representation of recursive reasoning,
and a fast development of the interpreter used to build the causal
map representing a given theory. This language uses first-order
predicate logic as its base and all the sentences are presented in the
conditional format, that is, as implications [e.g., 69, 70]. The use of
first-order predicate logic enables the simplification of the math-
ematical representation of the formulas, rending them easier to
read and understandable by a wider audience.

The algorithm includes two main components: (i) a theory
tester, and (ii) a theorem generator. Whereas the theory tester
checks the initial theory for completeness and consistency, the
theorem generator creates new theorems, and meta-theorems,
from the initial knowledge. The algorithm starts by checking
that the theory is complete. (A theory is said to be complete if
every theorem in the theory can be proved by deduction from the
assumptions.) Then, it analyzes the consistency of the initial
theory. The initial theory can have theorems or assumptions that
are contradictory. In this case, the theory tester identifies, and
corrects, these inconsistencies.

The algorithm then proceeds with the theorem generator. It
looks at all known concepts in the theory and, by a process of
deduction, collects and puts together all the properties used to
prove the relationship under analysis taking, simultaneously, into
account the assumptions required for the new theorem to hold.
Finally, the theorems and assumptions are analyzed in order to
develop meta-theorems relating multiple properties, creating, in
effect, new concepts. These meta-theorems are a complement to
ordinary theorems that only compare basic objects.

Before proceeding, it is useful to clarify where the original
concepts and causal relationships between them come from. If
the problem addressed is the creation, and development, of a
consistent, sound, and complete theory, the original concepts,
and basic relationships between them, are defined by the
researcher using his/her knowledge of the problem and taking
into consideration the issues he/she aims to explain with the
theory.

The theory tester

The theory tester is an automated theorem prover with an exten-
sion to correct the theory when inconsistencies are found. First, it
checks if the theory is complete, i.e., every theorem in the theory
must be proved from other theorems and assumptions. The
procedure used to check completeness is prove(Goal, Result),
presented in Table 1, in which Goal is a property of the objects
in the theory, and Result equals “T” if the Goal is proved true and
“F”, otherwise: this procedure checks if a given theorem (Goal) can
be proved from the known theorems and facts. All the concepts in
the theory are tested.

The algorithm considers three different cases in its attempt to
solve prove(Goal, Result). First, if Goal is a fact in the theory, then
the problem is solved as true, T. Second, if Goal is an implication
with a body composed of other Goals, then the algorithm recur-
sively needs to prove that the body in the implication for Goal is
true. Finally, if there is at least one element in the body of the
implication for Goal that fails, then the proof of Goal fails.

The procedure used to analyze the body of Goal is described in
step (2). In order to prove a given conjecture, the algorithms is
required to prove every single argument (A to Z) in the “body” of
that conjecture: this is achieved by using the procedure solve
(Goal_body,Result) in Table 1. For this purpose, it calls the pro-
cedure solve(A ^ B ^ . . . ^ Z, Result) that identifies the conditions
for themain Goal to be true and then proves these conditions, one
by one. If the proof was successful the procedure returns Result =
T. If the procedure failed to prove one of the conditions then, if the
condition is proved to be false, the procedure terminates with
Result = F; otherwise, if the condition is not known to be true or
false (i.e., there is no supportive fact or counterexample), then the
condition is added as a fact to the theory (as it is subsumed by one
of its theorems and not known to be false).

In step (3) the algorithm checks the presence of inconsis-
tencies in the base theory. First, (3.a) verifies that, for every
assumption and theorem in the theory its negation is not true.
Second, (3.b) detects another source of contradiction not
prevented by the previous test, :p! p, as this proposition
is considered true under material implication rules [e.g., 73].
Under material implication rules if the precedent is false, the
implication rule is evaluated as true. In the case of derivation
of causal implication rules, this implication cannot be

Table 1. The prove(Goal, Result) procedure.

(1) prove(Goal, Result): Prove Goal getting a Result (T if the Goal is proved or
F, otherwise).
(1.a) If fact(Goal) ! Result = T.
(1.b) Else If (Goal_body ! Goal) and solve(Goal_body, T) ! Result = T.
(1.c) Else Result = F.

(2) solve(A ^ B ^ . . . ^ Z, Result): Decompose the Goals in the body of the rule
into several goals, A ^ B ^ . . . ^ Z, and prove each one of them.
(2.a.A) prove(A, ResultA)
(2.a.B) prove(B, ResultB)
(2.a.Z) prove(Z, ResultZ)
(2.b) Result = ResultA ^ ResultB ^ . . . ^ ResultZ.

(3) Detect inconsistencies in the theory:
(3.a) Prove that, for every concept in the model, we do not have,

simultaneously, p! qand p! :q as true.
(3.b) Detect any implications of the type :p! p.

(4) Correct inconsistencies
(4.a) Remove inconsistent theorems and assumptions
(4.b) Add to the theory as a fact any concept completely removed in 4.a, if

it is required to prove any other assumption or theorem.
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be false, the procedure terminates with Result = F; otherwise, 
if the condition is not known to be true or false (i.e., there is no 
supportive fact or counterexample), then the condition is added 
as a fact to the theory (as it is subsumed by one of its theorems 
and not known to be false). 

In step (3) the algorithm checks the presence of 
inconsistencies in the base theory. First, (3.a) verifies that, for 
every assumption and theorem in the theory its negation is not 
true. Second, (3.b) detects another source of contradiction not 
prevented by the previous test, , as this proposition is 
considered true under material implication rules [e.g., 73]. 
Under material implication rules if the precedent is false, the 
implication rule is evaluated as true. In the case of derivation of 
causal implication rules, this implication cannot be accepted as 
true as the absence of a precedent (which is interpreted as a false 
statement) does not, in general, cause the subsequent to be true. 

 

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assumptions, 
it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting 
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the same consequence if some of the common precedents 
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principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the declared 
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produce the final theorem . 

to the large number of concepts involved, the possible require-
ment to integrate concepts from different areas of knowledge, and
the subjective meaning and sophistication of the natural language
used in their formulation. For these reasons, a creativity support
algorithm can assist in theory development by: (i) clarifying the
meaning of the previously held assumptions and theorems, with
the consequent increase in the objectivity of the theories produced;
(ii) by checking consistency between the assumptions and theo-
rems produced; (iii) by enabling the creation of new theorems
from the basic assumptions.

A theory has been defined as a set of sentences not necessarily
closed [75]. Such a theory can be generated with the help of a
computational algorithm for theory development and revision
[e.g., 22, 32, 34, 75]. In order to formalize a given theory using
first-order predicate logic, start by defining: (i) variables – these
are the basic components of the theory; (ii) predicates – names of
the concepts or properties (i.e., relationships between variables), or
names of the constraints on a given variable; (iii) connective
symbols which stand for the words used to combine different
statements, in this case the symbols :, ^ , _ , ! stand for,
respectively, “not,” “and,” “or,” and “causal implication”.

The algorithm proposed in this article was developed using
Prolog [65, 66]: this is a specialized language for programming in
logic which allows an easy representation of recursive reasoning,
and a fast development of the interpreter used to build the causal
map representing a given theory. This language uses first-order
predicate logic as its base and all the sentences are presented in the
conditional format, that is, as implications [e.g., 69, 70]. The use of
first-order predicate logic enables the simplification of the math-
ematical representation of the formulas, rending them easier to
read and understandable by a wider audience.

The algorithm includes two main components: (i) a theory
tester, and (ii) a theorem generator. Whereas the theory tester
checks the initial theory for completeness and consistency, the
theorem generator creates new theorems, and meta-theorems,
from the initial knowledge. The algorithm starts by checking
that the theory is complete. (A theory is said to be complete if
every theorem in the theory can be proved by deduction from the
assumptions.) Then, it analyzes the consistency of the initial
theory. The initial theory can have theorems or assumptions that
are contradictory. In this case, the theory tester identifies, and
corrects, these inconsistencies.

The algorithm then proceeds with the theorem generator. It
looks at all known concepts in the theory and, by a process of
deduction, collects and puts together all the properties used to
prove the relationship under analysis taking, simultaneously, into
account the assumptions required for the new theorem to hold.
Finally, the theorems and assumptions are analyzed in order to
develop meta-theorems relating multiple properties, creating, in
effect, new concepts. These meta-theorems are a complement to
ordinary theorems that only compare basic objects.

Before proceeding, it is useful to clarify where the original
concepts and causal relationships between them come from. If
the problem addressed is the creation, and development, of a
consistent, sound, and complete theory, the original concepts,
and basic relationships between them, are defined by the
researcher using his/her knowledge of the problem and taking
into consideration the issues he/she aims to explain with the
theory.

The theory tester

The theory tester is an automated theorem prover with an exten-
sion to correct the theory when inconsistencies are found. First, it
checks if the theory is complete, i.e., every theorem in the theory
must be proved from other theorems and assumptions. The
procedure used to check completeness is prove(Goal, Result),
presented in Table 1, in which Goal is a property of the objects
in the theory, and Result equals “T” if the Goal is proved true and
“F”, otherwise: this procedure checks if a given theorem (Goal) can
be proved from the known theorems and facts. All the concepts in
the theory are tested.

The algorithm considers three different cases in its attempt to
solve prove(Goal, Result). First, if Goal is a fact in the theory, then
the problem is solved as true, T. Second, if Goal is an implication
with a body composed of other Goals, then the algorithm recur-
sively needs to prove that the body in the implication for Goal is
true. Finally, if there is at least one element in the body of the
implication for Goal that fails, then the proof of Goal fails.

The procedure used to analyze the body of Goal is described in
step (2). In order to prove a given conjecture, the algorithms is
required to prove every single argument (A to Z) in the “body” of
that conjecture: this is achieved by using the procedure solve
(Goal_body,Result) in Table 1. For this purpose, it calls the pro-
cedure solve(A ^ B ^ . . . ^ Z, Result) that identifies the conditions
for themain Goal to be true and then proves these conditions, one
by one. If the proof was successful the procedure returns Result =
T. If the procedure failed to prove one of the conditions then, if the
condition is proved to be false, the procedure terminates with
Result = F; otherwise, if the condition is not known to be true or
false (i.e., there is no supportive fact or counterexample), then the
condition is added as a fact to the theory (as it is subsumed by one
of its theorems and not known to be false).

In step (3) the algorithm checks the presence of inconsis-
tencies in the base theory. First, (3.a) verifies that, for every
assumption and theorem in the theory its negation is not true.
Second, (3.b) detects another source of contradiction not
prevented by the previous test, :p! p, as this proposition
is considered true under material implication rules [e.g., 73].
Under material implication rules if the precedent is false, the
implication rule is evaluated as true. In the case of derivation
of causal implication rules, this implication cannot be

Table 1. The prove(Goal, Result) procedure.

(1) prove(Goal, Result): Prove Goal getting a Result (T if the Goal is proved or
F, otherwise).
(1.a) If fact(Goal) ! Result = T.
(1.b) Else If (Goal_body ! Goal) and solve(Goal_body, T) ! Result = T.
(1.c) Else Result = F.

(2) solve(A ^ B ^ . . . ^ Z, Result): Decompose the Goals in the body of the rule
into several goals, A ^ B ^ . . . ^ Z, and prove each one of them.
(2.a.A) prove(A, ResultA)
(2.a.B) prove(B, ResultB)
(2.a.Z) prove(Z, ResultZ)
(2.b) Result = ResultA ^ ResultB ^ . . . ^ ResultZ.

(3) Detect inconsistencies in the theory:
(3.a) Prove that, for every concept in the model, we do not have,

simultaneously, p! qand p! :q as true.
(3.b) Detect any implications of the type :p! p.

(4) Correct inconsistencies
(4.a) Remove inconsistent theorems and assumptions
(4.b) Add to the theory as a fact any concept completely removed in 4.a, if

it is required to prove any other assumption or theorem.
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the consequent increase in the objectivity of the theories produced;
(ii) by checking consistency between the assumptions and theo-
rems produced; (iii) by enabling the creation of new theorems
from the basic assumptions.
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computational algorithm for theory development and revision
[e.g., 22, 32, 34, 75]. In order to formalize a given theory using
first-order predicate logic, start by defining: (i) variables – these
are the basic components of the theory; (ii) predicates – names of
the concepts or properties (i.e., relationships between variables), or
names of the constraints on a given variable; (iii) connective
symbols which stand for the words used to combine different
statements, in this case the symbols :, ^ , _ , ! stand for,
respectively, “not,” “and,” “or,” and “causal implication”.

The algorithm proposed in this article was developed using
Prolog [65, 66]: this is a specialized language for programming in
logic which allows an easy representation of recursive reasoning,
and a fast development of the interpreter used to build the causal
map representing a given theory. This language uses first-order
predicate logic as its base and all the sentences are presented in the
conditional format, that is, as implications [e.g., 69, 70]. The use of
first-order predicate logic enables the simplification of the math-
ematical representation of the formulas, rending them easier to
read and understandable by a wider audience.
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tester, and (ii) a theorem generator. Whereas the theory tester
checks the initial theory for completeness and consistency, the
theorem generator creates new theorems, and meta-theorems,
from the initial knowledge. The algorithm starts by checking
that the theory is complete. (A theory is said to be complete if
every theorem in the theory can be proved by deduction from the
assumptions.) Then, it analyzes the consistency of the initial
theory. The initial theory can have theorems or assumptions that
are contradictory. In this case, the theory tester identifies, and
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The algorithm then proceeds with the theorem generator. It
looks at all known concepts in the theory and, by a process of
deduction, collects and puts together all the properties used to
prove the relationship under analysis taking, simultaneously, into
account the assumptions required for the new theorem to hold.
Finally, the theorems and assumptions are analyzed in order to
develop meta-theorems relating multiple properties, creating, in
effect, new concepts. These meta-theorems are a complement to
ordinary theorems that only compare basic objects.

Before proceeding, it is useful to clarify where the original
concepts and causal relationships between them come from. If
the problem addressed is the creation, and development, of a
consistent, sound, and complete theory, the original concepts,
and basic relationships between them, are defined by the
researcher using his/her knowledge of the problem and taking
into consideration the issues he/she aims to explain with the
theory.

The theory tester

The theory tester is an automated theorem prover with an exten-
sion to correct the theory when inconsistencies are found. First, it
checks if the theory is complete, i.e., every theorem in the theory
must be proved from other theorems and assumptions. The
procedure used to check completeness is prove(Goal, Result),
presented in Table 1, in which Goal is a property of the objects
in the theory, and Result equals “T” if the Goal is proved true and
“F”, otherwise: this procedure checks if a given theorem (Goal) can
be proved from the known theorems and facts. All the concepts in
the theory are tested.

The algorithm considers three different cases in its attempt to
solve prove(Goal, Result). First, if Goal is a fact in the theory, then
the problem is solved as true, T. Second, if Goal is an implication
with a body composed of other Goals, then the algorithm recur-
sively needs to prove that the body in the implication for Goal is
true. Finally, if there is at least one element in the body of the
implication for Goal that fails, then the proof of Goal fails.

The procedure used to analyze the body of Goal is described in
step (2). In order to prove a given conjecture, the algorithms is
required to prove every single argument (A to Z) in the “body” of
that conjecture: this is achieved by using the procedure solve
(Goal_body,Result) in Table 1. For this purpose, it calls the pro-
cedure solve(A ^ B ^ . . . ^ Z, Result) that identifies the conditions
for themain Goal to be true and then proves these conditions, one
by one. If the proof was successful the procedure returns Result =
T. If the procedure failed to prove one of the conditions then, if the
condition is proved to be false, the procedure terminates with
Result = F; otherwise, if the condition is not known to be true or
false (i.e., there is no supportive fact or counterexample), then the
condition is added as a fact to the theory (as it is subsumed by one
of its theorems and not known to be false).

In step (3) the algorithm checks the presence of inconsis-
tencies in the base theory. First, (3.a) verifies that, for every
assumption and theorem in the theory its negation is not true.
Second, (3.b) detects another source of contradiction not
prevented by the previous test, :p! p, as this proposition
is considered true under material implication rules [e.g., 73].
Under material implication rules if the precedent is false, the
implication rule is evaluated as true. In the case of derivation
of causal implication rules, this implication cannot be
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F, otherwise).
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
New_theorems.
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.
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[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
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The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
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that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
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Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
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the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
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Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
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interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
New_theorems.
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
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prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
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prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
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(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
New_theorems.
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
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added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
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tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
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The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
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summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
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requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
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with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other
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conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original
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q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original
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q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other
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all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
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to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original
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assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
New_theorems.
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
New_theorems.
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Propositions 1 and 2 are important as they guarantee that, 
after the theory tester (Table 1) assures that there is no 
contradiction in the base theory, the theorem generator (Table 
2) can construct conjectures and prove them, both as theorems 
and meta-theorems, and that the new enlarged theory is 
consistent, sound, and complete. These two mechanisms 
(theory tester and theorem generator) search in the space of 
concepts. The theory tester may challenge the user of the 
system (e.g., a researcher) to find explanations for the 
inconsistencies, possibly requiring the re-writing of some of the 
propositions in the base theory, and raising questions about the 
current knowledge. The theorem generator proves new 
propositions and creates new concepts (the meta-theorems) that 
the user may find innovative and challenging (this second case, 
possibly the most constructive one, would prompt a revision of 
the base theory). 

accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
New_theorems.
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
from a given complete and consistent Base_theory.

(1) Find all the consequents q in the Base_theory
(2) For each consequent q:

(2.a) Find all the properties p1; . . . ; pN used to prove q.
(2.b) For each consequent q, find all the constraints c1; . . . ; cM used to

prove the implication p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.
(2.c) Return a new theorem: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

(3) Find all the concepts q1; . . . qFthat are C-Equivalent and return the meta-
theorems of the form: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF .

(4) Return all the new theorems and meta-theorems for this theory,
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accepted as true as the absence of a precedent (which is
interpreted as a false statement) does not, in general, cause
the subsequent to be true.

In step (4), if it finds inconsistent theorems or assump-
tions, it corrects them. First, step (4.a) removes the conflicting
theorems and assumptions from the theory: this removal may
cause logical inconsistencies in other concepts whose proof
depends on the removed theorems and assumptions. For this
reason, in step (4.b), any concept in the removed properties
(assumptions and theorems) that is not part of the theory is
added as a fact (i.e., an assumption that is known to be true) if
it is required to prove other theorems in the theory. For
example, if the following causal implications are found in
the causal map: p! q, p! :q, q! c and p is a fact, then
in step (3.b) the causal implications p! q and p! :q are
both removed. From the remaining rules (q! c and p is a
fact), we cannot prove the truthfulness of the causal implica-
tion q! c. For this reason, we need to add to the theory the
fact that assumption q is known to be true. Obviously, the
model produced depends on this additional assumption. If it
is known, as a fact, that q is always false, or that one of the two
causal implications p! q, p! :q is correct, one of these can
be added to the base set of assumptions, and the theory tester
is used again on the new set of assumptions.

The theorem generator

The theorem generator, as defined here, aims to develop
concise theorems, easy to read and understand, which relate
multiple properties to one property of the objects analyzed,
minimizing the description of the sufficient conditions for the
relationship to hold. Furthermore, it contains one operator for
deriving meta-theorems, that is, concepts based on other
concepts in a given theory (which relate multiple properties
to multiple properties): conditional theory equivalence (C-
equivalence, Definition 1). The theorem generator procedure
is presented in Table 2.

Definition 1 (C-equivalence): The concepts q1; . . . ; qQ are said
C-equivalent if for some instances of the theory with conditionals
c1; . . . ; cM and propertiesp1; . . . ; pN , for all i in 1. . .Q, it is
true c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qi.

C-equivalence postulates that any two conditions that have
the same causal antecedent are equivalent. First, it should be
noted that this definition is helpful in identifying the common
causes of observed phenomena, enabling the construction of
the meta-theorems discussed next. Moreover, C-equivalence is
related with the principle of sufficiency in causal implication
[10, 37]. As reported, under causal implication two clauses
with different precedents (but some of them in common) may
have the same consequence if some of the common prece-
dents dominate all others. C-equivalence is more restrictive
than the principle of sufficiency, as it imposes that the
declared antecedents are exactly the same in the compared
concepts.

The theorem generator in step (1) collects the concepts in the
complete and consistent theory analyzed (Base_theory). Then, in
(2.a), for each one of these concepts q, it finds all the properties
p1; . . . ; pN used to prove them. (These properties are the other

concepts used to prove the q.) Then, in (2.b), it finds all the
conditions c1; . . . ; cM used to prove the relationship
p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q. These conditions c1; . . . ; cM are a subset of
all the conditions used to prove q. (This subset includes only the
conditions not required by the propertiesp1; . . . ; pN .) As the
proof of the theorems is primarily based on concepts (properties),
the theorem generator can produce concise theories. Then, in (2.
c), the algorithm puts together the properties and conditions to
produce the final theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q.

In step (3), the algorithm applies the C-equivalence operator
to the analysis of the basic theory deriving the meta-theorems
summarizing the relationship between the different concepts in
the theory. The application of the C-equivalence operation
requires the following steps: (i) get the list of all the propositions
for every consequent qi; (ii) compare these propositions for the
different consequents, to find common causal effects; (iii) create
a new concept, which is the conjunction of all the consequents
with the same causal explanations, and write down the meta-
theorem c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qF . In
terms of the causal map, this corresponds to the construction
of an alternative view of the problem in which in a new causal
map (a meta-map) the new concept replaces all the consequents
that were put together in that consequent. Finally, it collects all
the new theorems and meta-theorems created to return a set of
New_theorems.

Fundamental properties of the algorithm

A fundamental question we need to answer regarding the
behavior of the algorithm is: can the algorithm create theo-
rems and meta-theorems that are correct and consistent with
the base theory? The answer is yes, as proved in Propositions
1 and 2.

Proposition 1: The theorem generator, when applied to a complete
and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent theorems.

Proof: Let c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ! q represent an original
proposition (theorem or assumption) associated to concept q. As
this proposition is sound, we know that when c1; . . . ; cK ; p1; . . . ; pZ
is true then q is true as well. Furthermore, as the basic theory is
consistent, then there are no contradictions in the precedent of
proposition q. In order to produce the new theorem, we look in
the precedent properties for other concepts subsumed in the original

Table 2. The generator(Base_theory, New_theorems) procedure.

q: consequent in a given assumption or theorem, which represents a concept
c1; . . . ; cM : constraints on the organizations under which a given
assumption or theorem is true p1; . . . ; pN : properties or concepts that are
precedents in a given assumption or theorem
Base_theory= qjqconsistentandcorrectf g
generator(Base_theory, New_theorems): generate New_theorems starting
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concept. Let, without loss of generality,
p1ðp11; . . . ; p1kÞ; . . . ; pZðpZ1; . . . ; pZLÞ represent the basic properties
(concepts) used to prove p1; . . . ; pZ. Then, the new theorem
will be c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ^ p11 ^ . . . ^ p1K ^ . . .^
pZ1 ^ . . . ^ pZL ! q. By definition of completeness, and as each
one of the properties p1; . . . ; pZ; p11; . . . ; p1K ; ::pZ1; . . . ; pZL are in
the original theory, they all are sound and can be proved from the
basic assumptions. As p11; . . . ; p1K are in the precedent for p1 they
are consistent with each other, moreover, as pZ1; . . . ; pZL are in the
precedent for pZ they are also consistent with each other. Finally, as q
has been proved correct, and p1; . . . ; pZ are consistent, then the
respective precedents are also consistent with each other, that is,
pZ1; . . . ; pZL are consistent with pZ1; . . . ; pZL. In conclusion, c1 ^
. . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ^ p11 ^ . . . ^ p1K ^ . . . ^ pZ1 ^ . . . ^
pZL ! q is true, as all the elements of the precedent are true and
consistent with each other.

Proposition 2: Let c1; . . . ; cM represent conditionals and
p1; . . . ; pN the properties for which C-equivalence holds for a set
of concepts q1; . . . ; qQ. Then, the theorem generator, when applied
to a complete and consistent theory, creates correct and consistent
meta-theorems of the form c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^
pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qQ.

Proof: From Definition 1, if Q concepts are C-equivalent then, for
the respective conditionals c1; . . . ; cM and properties p1; . . . ; pN ,
we have c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1,. . .,
c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! qQ. From the rules of implication
[e.g., 69, 70], it follows that we can rewrite these propositions
as : c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pNð Þ _ q1 . . .: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1ð
^ . . . ^ pNÞ _ qQ. If all these propositions are simultaneously
true then, by the rules of the interception (and operator), it
follows that their interception is also true, and therefore, we get
: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pNð Þ _ q1½ $ ^ . . . ^ : c1 ^ . . . ^ cM^ð½
p1 ^ . . . ^ pNÞ _ qQ$: This proposition, by the distributive laws, is
equivalent to : c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pNð Þ _ q1 ^ . . . ^ qQð Þ,
which from the rules of implication is equivalent to c1 ^ . . . ^
cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qQ.

Propositions 1 and 2 are important as they guarantee that,
after the theory tester (Table 1) assures that there is no
contradiction in the base theory, the theorem generator
(Table 2) can construct conjectures and prove them, both as
theorems and meta-theorems, and that the new enlarged
theory is consistent, sound, and complete. These two mechan-
isms (theory tester and theorem generator) search in the space
of concepts. The theory tester may challenge the user of the
system (e.g., a researcher) to find explanations to the incon-
sistencies, possibly requiring the re-writing of some of the
propositions in the base theory, and raising the questions
about the current knowledge. The theorem generator proves
new propositions and creates new concepts (the meta-theo-
rems) that the user may find innovative and challenging (this
second case, possibly the most constructive one, would
prompt a revision of the base theory).

An application to the analysis of structural inertia in
organizations

This section applies the algorithm to analyzing the theory of
structural inertia in organizations by Hannan and Freeman
[35], illustrating how this creativity supporting system enables
the researcher to clarify the concepts and to state the interac-
tions between them as causal maps, represented in a table
format. This theory has had a very important impact in the
area of organizational behavior and social sciences, in general,

and it has been reported in the past in References [57, 77] to
have some issues regarding the correct way of interpreting the
meaning of some of its propositions.

The theory of structural inertia in organizations was first
written in an informal way, using assumptions and theorems,
which gives a basic framework to start with and, as the initial
theory had some consistency issues, it is a good test set for the
algorithm. A first difficulty faced when translating this theory
into first-order predicate logic is the identification of the con-
cepts involved and, sometimes, the interpretation of the subjec-
tive meaning of the words used in the assumptions, and
theorems, of the original theory. This subjectivity may rend the
process of representing the original ideas as causal relationships
very difficult indeed. In this context, the use of causal implication
has the main advantage of being clearer to understand, and less
subject to misinterpretation, than material implication.

The theory of structural inertia in organizational ecology
[35] can be very briefly summarized as follows. The factors
generating inertia are internal (e.g., sunk costs in plants,
equipment, and personnel and the tendency for precedents
to become normative standards), external (e.g., barriers to
enter and exit, legal), and political, as change may lead to
lower institutional support. Hannan and Freeman aimed to
clarify the meaning of structural inertia within organizational
ecology, and to derive theorems relating inertia to the selec-
tion of organizations, within an evolutionary model. They
postulated that there are two main competences that deter-
mine the firms’ performance: reliability and accountability.
(Reliability represents the capability to produce collective out-
comes of a given quality, repeatedly. Accountability means
that organizations are able to document how resources are
used and to reconstruct sequences of decisions, rules, and
actions that lead to a particular result.) In order for an
organization to be reliable it requires reproducibility (i.e.,
the ability to continually reproduce its structure), which is
attained through a process of institutionalization and by
creating highly standardized routines. With this institutiona-
lization and increased reproducibility arises increased inertia
and aversion to change.

Translating the original theory into first-order predicate
logic

The original theory [35] is based on 10 different assumptions, 9
of which have been adapted to a causal implication framework as
summarized in Table 3. A1 – organizations with higher reliability
and accountability have higher survival chances; A2 – organiza-
tionswith higher reliability and accountability have higher repro-
ducibility; A3 – reorganization-free organizations with higher
reproducibility have higher inertia; A4a – older reorganization-
free organizations have higher reliability; A4b – older reorgani-
zation-free organizations have higher accountability; A5 – larger
organizations of the same class have higher inertia; A6 – the
process of attempting reorganization lowers reliability of perfor-
mance; A7 – larger organizations have a higher chance of survi-
val; A9 – reorganizing organizations of the same class with faster
re-organization processes have higher survival chances; A10 –
simpler organizations of the same class have faster reorganization
processes. Assumption A8 (“structural reorganization increases
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concept. Let, without loss of generality,
p1ðp11; . . . ; p1kÞ; . . . ; pZðpZ1; . . . ; pZLÞ represent the basic properties
(concepts) used to prove p1; . . . ; pZ. Then, the new theorem
will be c1 ^ . . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ^ p11 ^ . . . ^ p1K ^ . . .^
pZ1 ^ . . . ^ pZL ! q. By definition of completeness, and as each
one of the properties p1; . . . ; pZ; p11; . . . ; p1K ; ::pZ1; . . . ; pZL are in
the original theory, they all are sound and can be proved from the
basic assumptions. As p11; . . . ; p1K are in the precedent for p1 they
are consistent with each other, moreover, as pZ1; . . . ; pZL are in the
precedent for pZ they are also consistent with each other. Finally, as q
has been proved correct, and p1; . . . ; pZ are consistent, then the
respective precedents are also consistent with each other, that is,
pZ1; . . . ; pZL are consistent with pZ1; . . . ; pZL. In conclusion, c1 ^
. . . ^ cK ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pZ ^ p11 ^ . . . ^ p1K ^ . . . ^ pZ1 ^ . . . ^
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Proposition 2: Let c1; . . . ; cM represent conditionals and
p1; . . . ; pN the properties for which C-equivalence holds for a set
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as : c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pNð Þ _ q1 . . .: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1ð
^ . . . ^ pNÞ _ qQ. If all these propositions are simultaneously
true then, by the rules of the interception (and operator), it
follows that their interception is also true, and therefore, we get
: c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pNð Þ _ q1½ $ ^ . . . ^ : c1 ^ . . . ^ cM^ð½
p1 ^ . . . ^ pNÞ _ qQ$: This proposition, by the distributive laws, is
equivalent to : c1 ^ . . . ^ cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pNð Þ _ q1 ^ . . . ^ qQð Þ,
which from the rules of implication is equivalent to c1 ^ . . . ^
cM ^ p1 ^ . . . ^ pN ! q1 ^ . . . ^ qQ.

Propositions 1 and 2 are important as they guarantee that,
after the theory tester (Table 1) assures that there is no
contradiction in the base theory, the theorem generator
(Table 2) can construct conjectures and prove them, both as
theorems and meta-theorems, and that the new enlarged
theory is consistent, sound, and complete. These two mechan-
isms (theory tester and theorem generator) search in the space
of concepts. The theory tester may challenge the user of the
system (e.g., a researcher) to find explanations to the incon-
sistencies, possibly requiring the re-writing of some of the
propositions in the base theory, and raising the questions
about the current knowledge. The theorem generator proves
new propositions and creates new concepts (the meta-theo-
rems) that the user may find innovative and challenging (this
second case, possibly the most constructive one, would
prompt a revision of the base theory).

An application to the analysis of structural inertia in
organizations

This section applies the algorithm to analyzing the theory of
structural inertia in organizations by Hannan and Freeman
[35], illustrating how this creativity supporting system enables
the researcher to clarify the concepts and to state the interac-
tions between them as causal maps, represented in a table
format. This theory has had a very important impact in the
area of organizational behavior and social sciences, in general,

and it has been reported in the past in References [57, 77] to
have some issues regarding the correct way of interpreting the
meaning of some of its propositions.

The theory of structural inertia in organizations was first
written in an informal way, using assumptions and theorems,
which gives a basic framework to start with and, as the initial
theory had some consistency issues, it is a good test set for the
algorithm. A first difficulty faced when translating this theory
into first-order predicate logic is the identification of the con-
cepts involved and, sometimes, the interpretation of the subjec-
tive meaning of the words used in the assumptions, and
theorems, of the original theory. This subjectivity may rend the
process of representing the original ideas as causal relationships
very difficult indeed. In this context, the use of causal implication
has the main advantage of being clearer to understand, and less
subject to misinterpretation, than material implication.
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[35] can be very briefly summarized as follows. The factors
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equipment, and personnel and the tendency for precedents
to become normative standards), external (e.g., barriers to
enter and exit, legal), and political, as change may lead to
lower institutional support. Hannan and Freeman aimed to
clarify the meaning of structural inertia within organizational
ecology, and to derive theorems relating inertia to the selec-
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postulated that there are two main competences that deter-
mine the firms’ performance: reliability and accountability.
(Reliability represents the capability to produce collective out-
comes of a given quality, repeatedly. Accountability means
that organizations are able to document how resources are
used and to reconstruct sequences of decisions, rules, and
actions that lead to a particular result.) In order for an
organization to be reliable it requires reproducibility (i.e.,
the ability to continually reproduce its structure), which is
attained through a process of institutionalization and by
creating highly standardized routines. With this institutiona-
lization and increased reproducibility arises increased inertia
and aversion to change.

Translating the original theory into first-order predicate
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The original theory [35] is based on 10 different assumptions, 9
of which have been adapted to a causal implication framework as
summarized in Table 3. A1 – organizations with higher reliability
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which gives a basic framework to start with and, as the initial 
theory had some consistency issues, it is a good test set for the 
algorithm. A first difficulty faced when translating this theory 
into first-order predicate logic is the identification of the 
concepts involved and, sometimes, the interpretation of the 
subjective meaning of the words used in the assumptions, and 
theorems, of the original theory. This subjectivity may rend the 
process of representing the original ideas as causal relationships 
very difficult indeed. In this context, the use of causal 
implication has the main advantage of being clearer to 
understand, and less subject to misinterpretation, than material 
implication. 

The theory of structural inertia in organizational ecology 
[35] can be very briefly summarized as follows. The factors 
generating inertia are internal (e.g., sunk costs in plants, 
equipment, and personnel and the tendency for precedents to 
become normative standards), external (e.g., barriers to enter 
and exit, legal), and political, as change may lead to lower 
institutional support. Hannan and Freeman aimed to clarify the 
meaning of structural inertia within organizational ecology, and 
to derive theorems relating inertia to the selection of 
organizations, within an evolutionary model. They postulated 
that there are two main competences that determine the firms’ 
performance: reliability and accountability. (Reliability 
represents the capability to produce collective outcomes of a 
given quality, repeatedly. Accountability means that 
organizations are able to document how resources are used and 
to reconstruct sequences of decisions, rules, and actions that 
lead to a particular result.) In order for an organization to be 
reliable it requires reproducibility (i.e., the ability to continually 
reproduce its structure), which is attained through a process of 
institutionalization and by creating highly standardized 
routines. With this institutionalization and increased 
reproducibility arises increased inertia and aversion to change. 

Transla1ng the original theory into first-order predicate logic 

The original theory [35] is based on 10 different assumptions, 
9 of which have been adapted to a causal implication 
framework as summarized in Table 3.  
 

 
 
A1 – organizations with higher reliability and accountability 
have higher survival chances; A2 – organizations 
withhigherreliabilityandaccountabilityhavehigherreproducibili
ty; A3 – reorganization-free organizations with higher 
reproducibility have higher inertia; A4a – older 
reorganizationfree organizations have higher reliability; A4b – 
older reorganization-free organizations have higher 
accountability; A5 – larger organizations of the same class have 
higher inertia; A6 – the process of attempting reorganization 
lowers reliability of performance; A7 – larger organizations 
have a higher chance of survival; A9 – reorganizing 
organizations of the same class with faster re-organization 
processes have higher survival chances; A10 – 
simplerorganizations ofthesameclass havefasterreorganization 
processes. Assumption A8 (“structural reorganization increases 
the death rate of new organizations”) was removed from the 
base theory as it was not used to prove any result [35, 57], that 
is, there was no theorem proved using this assumption and, 
therefore, there is no reason to keep it in the base theory. 

Table 3 summarizes the causal relationships used as starting 
blocks of the causal map. The coding of the theory itself is very 
simple: the user only needs to write the propositions, as listed 
in Table 3, in a text file. Then the computer program parses the 
propositions in the text file, builds its internal database, and 
starts the theory tester and the theorem generator, as described 
in An Algorithm for Automated Theory Development and 
Testing section. (For more complex models, a graphical 
interface may be used to directly translate causal maps into 
propositions.) 

The concepts used in the analysis of this theory are the 
following: higher_survival(X,Y), higher_inertia(X,Y), 
higher_reprod(X,Y), to express the concepts by which 
organization X has, respectively, higher chance of survival, 
higher inertia, and higher reproducibility than organization Y; 
higher_account(X, Y), higher_reliab(X,Y), which say that 
organization X has higher accountability and is more reliable 
than organization Y, respectively; same_class(X,Y), X and Y 
are in the same class; older(X,Y), X is older than Y; 
simpler(X,Y), X is simpler than Y. We have one single 
constraint reorg(X), which means that organization X is re-
organizing. 

It is evident from the discussion above that the process of 
translating a theory into a causal implication framework is a 
difficult one as, on the one hand, the theory originally described 
in “natural language” may not fit exactly into a causal map 

the death rate of new organizations”) was removed from the base
theory as it was not used to prove any result [35, 57], that is, there
was no theorem proved using this assumption and, therefore,
there is no reason to keep it in the base theory.

Table 3 summarizes the causal relationships used as start-
ing blocks of the causal map. The coding of the theory itself is
very simple: the user only needs to write the propositions, as
listed in Table 3, in a text file. Then the computer program
parses the propositions in the text file, builds its internal
database, and starts the theory tester and the theorem gen-
erator, as described in An Algorithm for Automated Theory
Development and Testing section. (For more complex models,
a graphical interface may be used to directly translate causal
maps into propositions.)

The concepts used in the analysis of this theory are the
following: higher_survival(X,Y), higher_inertia(X,Y), higher_-
reprod(X,Y), to express the concepts by which organization X
has, respectively, higher chance of survival, higher inertia, and
higher reproducibility than organization Y; higher_account(X,
Y), higher_reliab(X,Y), which say that organization X has
higher accountability and is more reliable than organization
Y, respectively; same_class(X,Y), X and Y are in the same
class; older(X,Y), X is older than Y; simpler(X,Y), X is simpler
than Y. We have one single constraint reorg(X), which means
that organization X is re-organizing.

It is evident from the discussion above that the process of
translating a theory into a causal implication framework is a
difficult one as, on the one hand, the theory originally
described in “natural language” may not fit exactly into a
causal map framework and, on the other hand, some of the
richness of the description, and of the subtleties in the original
theory, may be lost in the translation process. The main
advantage of using causal maps is the writing of a more
concise theory (e.g., assumption A8 was dropped), and a
clear, objective, set of assumptions on which additional theo-
rems can be conjectured and proved. It should also be noted
that the assumptions reported in Table 3 were also the pro-
duct of the theory tester that was used many times until a
consistent, sound, and complete theory, in the causal form,
was produced. Even after such a theory was derived, it was
subsequently revised in order to facilitate the conjecture, and
proof, of innovative and meaningful theorems.

In the original theory [35], there are five theorems, which,
following References [41, 57] can be rewritten as follows: (T1)
reorganization-free organizations with higher inertia have
higher survival chances; (T2) the inertia of reorganization-
free organizations increases with age; (T3) the survival
chances of reorganization-free organizations increases with

age; (T4) the chance of survival of reorganization-free orga-
nizations is higher than the one of reorganizing organizations;
(T5) more complex organizations of the same class have lower
survival chances after re-organizations of the same type. It
should be noted that the original theory was written in a non-
formal way and without using the concept of causal implica-
tion. The base theory in Table 3 is now used to prove the new
theorems that, then, can be compared with the ones in
Reference [35] to assess the ability of the algorithm to gen-
erate creative insights in a given topic.

Deriving new theorems to explain structural inertia

By applying the algorithm to the basic assumptions, seven
new theorems were derived, as presented in Table 4, which
summarize the new causal relationships (AT is used to dis-
tinguish these theorems from the ones in the original theory).
Of these theorems, AT2, AT3, AT4, and AT5 are also in the
original theory [35], represented by the corresponding theo-
rem with the same number. When the organizations are not
going through a process of re-organization, older organiza-
tions have higher structural inertia (AT2), have higher prob-
ability of survival (AT3), and have higher reproducibility of
the internal structure (AT7). Theorem AT7 corresponds to
assumption A4 in the original theory.

However, an organization which is not re-organizing, and
which has higher accountability standards than a re-organiz-
ing organization, has a higher probability of survival (AT4).
AT4 corresponds to theorem T4 in the original theory, with
the additional condition, regarding accountability, which was
not considered by Hannan and Freeman. When both organi-
zations are reorganizing, if they belong to the same class, the
simpler organization has a higher probability of surviving the
re-organization process (AT5).

The algorithm derives two new theorems AT1 and AT6,
both of which provide a novel, and valuable, insight into
structural inertia in organizations. AT1 states that when two
organizations are not re-organizing the organization that has,
simultaneously, higher reliability and higher accountability
exhibits higher structural inertia. This means that the core
concepts for the success of an organization (reliability and
accountability) are also creating high levels of structural iner-
tia (which may prevent an organization from adapting to an
environmental change). AT6 addresses the causes of higher
reproducibility of the internal structures: a re-organizing
organization, if it has higher accountability standards than a
re-organizing organization, then it also exhibits higher repro-
ducibility of internal structures (AT6). In Table 5, we sum-
marize how each theorem was derived. An interesting case is

Table 3. Causal table for the assumptions.

A1: higher_survival(X,Y) higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
A2: higher_reprod(X,Y)  higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
A3: higher_inertia(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ : reorg(Y) ^ higher_reprod(X,Y)
A4a: higher_reliab(X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
A4b: higher_account(X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
A5: higher_inertia(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ larger(X,Y)
A6: higher_reliab(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y)
A7: higher_survival(X,Y)  larger(X,Y)
A9: higher_survival(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^

faster_reorg(X,Y)
A10: faster_reorg(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ simpler(X,Y)

Table 4. Causal table of derived theorems.

AT1: higher_inertia(X,Y) :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ higher_reliab(X,Y) ^
higher_account(X, Y)

AT2: higher_inertia(X, Y)  :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X, Y)
AT3: higher_survival (X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
AT4: higher_survival(X, Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^ higher_account(X, Y)
AT5: higher_survival(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^
simpler(X,Y)

AT6: higher_reprod(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
AT7: higher_reprod (X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
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framework and, on the other hand, some of the richness of the 
description, and of the subtleties in the original theory, may be 
lost in the translation process. The main advantage of using 
causal maps is the writing of a more concise theory (e.g., 
assumption A8 was dropped), and a clear, objective, set of 
assumptions on which additional theorems can be conjectured 
and proved. It should also be noted that the assumptions 
reported in Table 3 were also the product of the theory tester 
that was used many times until a consistent, sound, and 
complete theory, in the causal form, was produced. Even after 
such a theory was derived, it was subsequently revised in order 
to facilitate the conjecture, and proof, of innovative and 
meaningful theorems. 

In the original theory [35], there are five theorems, which, 
following References [41, 57] can be rewritten as follows: (T1) 
reorganization-free organizations with higher inertia have 
higher survival chances; (T2) the inertia of reorganization free 
organizations increases with age; (T3) the survival chances of 
reorganization-free organizations increases with age; (T4) the 
chance of survival of reorganization-free organizations is 
higher than the one of reorganizing organizations; (T5) more 
complex organizations of the same class have lower survival 
chances after re-organizations of the same type. It should be 
noted that the original theory was written in a nonformal way 
and without using the concept of causal implication. The base 
theory in Table 3 is now used to prove the new theorems that, 
then, can be compared with the ones in Reference [35] to assess 
the ability of the algorithm to generate creative insights in a 
given topic. 

Deriving new theorems to explain structural iner1a 

By applying the algorithm to the basic assumptions, seven new 
theorems were derived, as presented in Table 4, which 
summarize the new causal relationships (AT is used to 
distinguish these theorems from the ones in the original theory). 
Of these theorems, AT2, AT3, AT4, and AT5 are also in the 
original theory [35], represented by the corresponding theorem 
with the same number. When the organizations are not going 
through a process of re-organization, older organizations have 
higher structural inertia (AT2), have higher probability of 
survival (AT3), and have higher reproducibility of the internal 
structure (AT7). Theorem AT7 corresponds to assumption A4 in 
the original theory. 

However, an organization which is not re-organizing, and 
which has higher accountability standards than a re-organizing 
organization, has a higher probability of survival (AT4). AT4 
corresponds to theorem T4 in the original theory, with the 
additional condition, regarding accountability, which was not 
considered by Hannan and Freeman. When both organizations 
are reorganizing, if they belong to the same class, the simpler 
organization has a higher probability of surviving the re-
organization process (AT5). 

 

 
 
The algorithm derives two new theorems AT1 and AT6, both 

of which provide a novel, and valuable, insight into structural 
inertia in organizations. AT1 states that when two organizations 
are not re-organizing the organization that has, simultaneously, 
higher reliability and higher accountability exhibits higher 
structural inertia. This means that the core concepts for the 
success of an organization (reliability and accountability) are 
also creating high levels of structural inertia (which may 
prevent an organization from adapting to an environmental 
change). AT6 addresses the causes of higher reproducibility of 
the internal structures: a re-organizing organization, if it has 
higher accountability standards than a re-organizing 
organization, then it also exhibits higher reproducibility of 
internal structures (AT6). In	Table	5,	we	summarize	how	each	
theorem	 was	 derived.	 An	 interesting	 case	 is	 theorem T2, 
which was proved using assumption A3 and theorem AT7. 
 

 
 

Additionally, the algorithm was also able to derive the meta-
theorems presented in Table 6, which result from the 
comparison of all the assumptions and theorems in the theory. 
These meta-theorems are based on the concept of C-
equivalence and attempt to build complex causal relationships 
in which the same set of antecedents can, simultaneously, cause 
a set of consequences. These meta-theorems, therefore, 
correspond to the creation of potentially new concepts (each 
one of the sets of consequences) that have only one cause (the 
common set of antecedents). 

In Table 6 meta-theorems MT1 and MT2 describe different 
situations in which an organization that has higher inertia also 
has a higher chance of survival. MT1 (derived from A1 and 
AT1) shows that the two core competencies of organizations, 
reliability and accountability, lead both to higher survival 
chances and higher inertia. This result shows that inertia is 
neither a consequence nor a cause of selection, but rather that 
both inertia and selection are the result of the same evolutionary 
forces: reliability and accountability. MT2 (derived from A5 
and AT7) reinforces this conclusion as it proves that larger 
organizations, of the same class, have simultaneously higher 
inertia and higher chances of survival. These two meta-

the death rate of new organizations”) was removed from the base
theory as it was not used to prove any result [35, 57], that is, there
was no theorem proved using this assumption and, therefore,
there is no reason to keep it in the base theory.

Table 3 summarizes the causal relationships used as start-
ing blocks of the causal map. The coding of the theory itself is
very simple: the user only needs to write the propositions, as
listed in Table 3, in a text file. Then the computer program
parses the propositions in the text file, builds its internal
database, and starts the theory tester and the theorem gen-
erator, as described in An Algorithm for Automated Theory
Development and Testing section. (For more complex models,
a graphical interface may be used to directly translate causal
maps into propositions.)

The concepts used in the analysis of this theory are the
following: higher_survival(X,Y), higher_inertia(X,Y), higher_-
reprod(X,Y), to express the concepts by which organization X
has, respectively, higher chance of survival, higher inertia, and
higher reproducibility than organization Y; higher_account(X,
Y), higher_reliab(X,Y), which say that organization X has
higher accountability and is more reliable than organization
Y, respectively; same_class(X,Y), X and Y are in the same
class; older(X,Y), X is older than Y; simpler(X,Y), X is simpler
than Y. We have one single constraint reorg(X), which means
that organization X is re-organizing.

It is evident from the discussion above that the process of
translating a theory into a causal implication framework is a
difficult one as, on the one hand, the theory originally
described in “natural language” may not fit exactly into a
causal map framework and, on the other hand, some of the
richness of the description, and of the subtleties in the original
theory, may be lost in the translation process. The main
advantage of using causal maps is the writing of a more
concise theory (e.g., assumption A8 was dropped), and a
clear, objective, set of assumptions on which additional theo-
rems can be conjectured and proved. It should also be noted
that the assumptions reported in Table 3 were also the pro-
duct of the theory tester that was used many times until a
consistent, sound, and complete theory, in the causal form,
was produced. Even after such a theory was derived, it was
subsequently revised in order to facilitate the conjecture, and
proof, of innovative and meaningful theorems.

In the original theory [35], there are five theorems, which,
following References [41, 57] can be rewritten as follows: (T1)
reorganization-free organizations with higher inertia have
higher survival chances; (T2) the inertia of reorganization-
free organizations increases with age; (T3) the survival
chances of reorganization-free organizations increases with

age; (T4) the chance of survival of reorganization-free orga-
nizations is higher than the one of reorganizing organizations;
(T5) more complex organizations of the same class have lower
survival chances after re-organizations of the same type. It
should be noted that the original theory was written in a non-
formal way and without using the concept of causal implica-
tion. The base theory in Table 3 is now used to prove the new
theorems that, then, can be compared with the ones in
Reference [35] to assess the ability of the algorithm to gen-
erate creative insights in a given topic.

Deriving new theorems to explain structural inertia

By applying the algorithm to the basic assumptions, seven
new theorems were derived, as presented in Table 4, which
summarize the new causal relationships (AT is used to dis-
tinguish these theorems from the ones in the original theory).
Of these theorems, AT2, AT3, AT4, and AT5 are also in the
original theory [35], represented by the corresponding theo-
rem with the same number. When the organizations are not
going through a process of re-organization, older organiza-
tions have higher structural inertia (AT2), have higher prob-
ability of survival (AT3), and have higher reproducibility of
the internal structure (AT7). Theorem AT7 corresponds to
assumption A4 in the original theory.

However, an organization which is not re-organizing, and
which has higher accountability standards than a re-organiz-
ing organization, has a higher probability of survival (AT4).
AT4 corresponds to theorem T4 in the original theory, with
the additional condition, regarding accountability, which was
not considered by Hannan and Freeman. When both organi-
zations are reorganizing, if they belong to the same class, the
simpler organization has a higher probability of surviving the
re-organization process (AT5).

The algorithm derives two new theorems AT1 and AT6,
both of which provide a novel, and valuable, insight into
structural inertia in organizations. AT1 states that when two
organizations are not re-organizing the organization that has,
simultaneously, higher reliability and higher accountability
exhibits higher structural inertia. This means that the core
concepts for the success of an organization (reliability and
accountability) are also creating high levels of structural iner-
tia (which may prevent an organization from adapting to an
environmental change). AT6 addresses the causes of higher
reproducibility of the internal structures: a re-organizing
organization, if it has higher accountability standards than a
re-organizing organization, then it also exhibits higher repro-
ducibility of internal structures (AT6). In Table 5, we sum-
marize how each theorem was derived. An interesting case is

Table 3. Causal table for the assumptions.

A1: higher_survival(X,Y) higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
A2: higher_reprod(X,Y)  higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
A3: higher_inertia(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ : reorg(Y) ^ higher_reprod(X,Y)
A4a: higher_reliab(X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
A4b: higher_account(X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
A5: higher_inertia(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ larger(X,Y)
A6: higher_reliab(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y)
A7: higher_survival(X,Y)  larger(X,Y)
A9: higher_survival(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^

faster_reorg(X,Y)
A10: faster_reorg(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ simpler(X,Y)

Table 4. Causal table of derived theorems.

AT1: higher_inertia(X,Y) :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ higher_reliab(X,Y) ^
higher_account(X, Y)

AT2: higher_inertia(X, Y)  :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X, Y)
AT3: higher_survival (X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
AT4: higher_survival(X, Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^ higher_account(X, Y)
AT5: higher_survival(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^ reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^
simpler(X,Y)

AT6: higher_reprod(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
AT7: higher_reprod (X,Y)  :reorg(Y) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ older(X,Y)
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theorem T2, which was proved using assumption A3 and
theorem AT7.

Additionally, the algorithm was also able to derive the
meta-theorems presented in Table 6, which result from the
comparison of all the assumptions and theorems in the the-
ory. These meta-theorems are based on the concept of
C-equivalence and attempt to build complex causal relation-
ships in which the same set of antecedents can, simulta-
neously, cause a set of consequences. These meta-theorems,
therefore, correspond to the creation of potentially new con-
cepts (each one of the sets of consequences) that have only
one cause (the common set of antecedents).

In Table 6 meta-theorems MT1 and MT2 describe different
situations in which an organization that has higher inertia also
has a higher chance of survival. MT1 (derived from A1 and
AT1) shows that the two core competencies of organizations,
reliability and accountability, lead both to higher survival
chances and higher inertia. This result shows that inertia is
neither a consequence nor a cause of selection, but rather that
both inertia and selection are the result of the same evolu-
tionary forces: reliability and accountability. MT2 (derived
from A5 and AT7) reinforces this conclusion as it proves
that larger organizations, of the same class, have simulta-
neously higher inertia and higher chances of survival. These
two meta-theorems correspond to the creation of a new con-
cept which can be described as higher_survival_inertia(X,Y)
stating that some organizations have simultaneously a higher
chance of survival, and higher inertia, than others.

There is a further interesting contribution of meta-theorem
MT1 to explain the meaning of “selection” in the original
theorem T1. Hannan and Freeman [35, p. 162] state that
reproducibility is a sufficient condition for existence of iner-
tia, and that reliability and accountability lead to higher selec-
tion (as these require higher reproducibility, it follows that
higher reliability and higher accountability lead to higher
inertia). Therefore, inertia is a bi-product of selection. This
analysis clarifies the original theorem T1: it does not say that
inertia leads to selection. It says that organizations with highly
reproducible structures and, therefore, reliable and accounta-
ble, have higher inertia and higher chances of survival. Inertia

is a by-product of reliability and accountability that lead to
higher reproducibility and higher chances of survival. For this
reason, a better interpretation of this theorem would be T1*,
which corresponds to meta-theorem MT1.

Theorem T1*: Reorganization-free organizations with
higher reliability and accountability have, simultaneously,
higher inertia and higher survival chances.

Theorem T1* allows a comparison of different organizations,
identifying under which conditions one has higher inertia, and
higher chances of survival, than another. Most importantly, it
clearly states that, under certain conditions, selection and inertia
emerge together (even though there is no causal relationship
between them). The advantage of theorem T1* is that it breaks
any causal relationship between inertia and selection.

In this interpretation, the original theorem T1 was proved
correct from the original assumptions, therefore, the most
important result in [35] is indeed correct, without requiring
any extra assumptions. This is an important result, given
Young’s [77] criticism of the original theorem. This result
was achieved by re-interpreting the theorem and by using
meta-theorems that were able to compare multiple properties
with multiple properties.

A second concept is described by meta-theorems MT3 and
MT4: organizations that simultaneously exhibit higher survi-
val and higher reproducibility, higher_survival_reprod(X,Y).
MT3 (derived from A1 and A2) states that any organization
having higher reliability and accountability than another also
exhibits higher reproducibility and a higher chance of survi-
val. MT4 (derived from AT4 and AT6) states that any non-
reorganizing organization with higher accountability than a
reorganizing organization has higher reproducibility and a
higher chance of survival. Again, there is no causal implica-
tion from chance of survival to reproducibility (or vice versa).

Finally, MT5 (derived from AT2, AT3, and AT7) introduces
the third new concept that describes organizations which, simul-
taneously, exhibit higher inertia, higher reproducibility, andhigher
chances of survival, higher_survival_inertia_reprod(X,Y). This
meta-theorem shows that older organizations, when reorganiza-
tion free, have survived because they excelled at main drivers of
survival (reliability and accountability), both of which assume
higher reproducibility, which leads to higher inertia. However,
there are no direct implications between chances of survival,
inertia, and reproducibility.

Table 7 summarizes how themeta-theorems were derived. The
meta-theorems do not compare the organizations under analysis
(as do the theorems) but the properties of these organizations. The
algorithm has derived five different meta-theorems, denoted MT,
which relate to the concepts of higher survival, higher inertia, and
higher reproducibility. These five meta-theorems, together with
theorem AT6, represent an innovative insight into organizational
ecology, and are the result of transformational creativity [9]. The
algorithm was able to look into the space of possible theorems,
searching in a different area of the conceptual space, and trans-
forming the basic concepts into new ones.

Conclusions and discussion

Creativity supporting systems have been shown to enhance
the creativity of their users and the value of the organizations

Table 5. Summary of the precedents for each theorem.

Theorems Precedents

AT1 A2, A3
AT2 A3, AT7
AT3 A1, A4a, A4b
AT4 A1, A6
AT5 A9, A10
AT6 A2, A6
AT7 A2, A4a, A4b

Table 6. Causal table of derived meta-theorems.

MT1: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_inertia(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y)
^ higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X, Y)

MT2: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_inertia(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^
larger(X,Y)

MT3: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_reprod (X,Y)  higher_reliab(X,Y) ^
higher_account(X,Y)

MT4: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_reprod(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y)
^ higher_account(X,Y)

MT5: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_inertia(X,Y) ^ higher_reprod(X,Y)
 :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
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theorems correspond to the creation of a new concept which can 
be described as higher_survival_inertia(X,Y) stating that some 
organizations have simultaneously a higher chance of survival, 
and higher inertia, than others. 

 

 
 
There is a further interesting contribution of meta-theorem 

MT1 to explain the meaning of “selection” in the original 
theorem T1. Hannan and Freeman [35, p. 162] state that 
reproducibility is a sufficient condition for existence of inertia, 
and that reliability and accountability lead to higher selection 
(as these require higher reproducibility, it follows that higher 
reliability and higher accountability lead to higher inertia). 
Therefore, inertia is a bi-product of selection. This analysis 
clarifies the original theorem T1: it does not say that inertia 
leads to selection. It says that organizations with highly 
reproducible structures and, therefore, reliable and accountable, 
have higher inertia and higher chances of survival. Inertia is a 
by-product of reliability and accountability that lead to higher 
reproducibility and higher chances of survival. For this reason, 
a better interpretation of this theorem would be T1*, which 
corresponds to meta-theorem MT1. 

 
Theorem T1*: Reorganization-free organizations with 

higher reliability and accountability have, simultaneously, 
higher inertia and higher survival chances. 

 
Theorem T1* allows a comparison of different 

organizations, identifying under which conditions one has 
higher inertia, and higher chances of survival, than another. 
Most importantly, it clearly states that, under certain conditions, 
selection and inertia emerge together (even though there is no 
causal relationship between them). The advantage of theorem 
T1* is that it breaks any causal relationship between inertia and 
selection. 

In this interpretation, the original theorem T1 was proved 
correct from the original assumptions, therefore, the most 
important result in [35] is indeed correct, without requiring any 
extra assumptions. This is an important result, given Young’s 
[77] criticism of the original theorem. This result was achieved 
by re-interpreting the theorem and by using meta-theorems that 
were able to compare multiple properties with multiple 
properties. 

A second concept is described by meta-theorems MT3 and 
MT4: organizations that simultaneously exhibit higher survival 
and higher reproducibility, higher_survival_reprod(X,Y). MT3 
(derived from A1 and A2) states that any organization having 
higher reliability and accountability than another also exhibits 

higher reproducibility and a higher chance of survival. MT4 
(derived from AT4 and AT6) states that any nonreorganizing 
organization with higher accountability than a reorganizing 
organization has higher reproducibility and a higher chance of 
survival. Again, there is no causal implication from chance of 
survival to reproducibility (or vice versa). 
Finally,	 MT5	 (derived	 from	 AT2,	 AT3,	 and	 AT7)	

introduces	 the	 third	 new	 concept	 that	 describes	
organizations	which,	simultaneously,	exhibit	higher	inertia,	
higher	 reproducibility,	 and	 higher	 chances	 of	 survival,	
higher_survival_inertia_reprod(X,Y).	 This	 meta-theorem	
shows	that	older	organizations,	when	reorganization-free,	
have	survived	because	they	excelled	at	the	main	drivers	of	
survival	 (reliability	 and	 accountability),	 both	 of	 which	
assume	 higher	 reproducibility,	 which	 leads	 to	 higher	
inertia.	However,	there	are	no	direct	implications	between	
chances	of	survival,	inertia,	and	reproducibility.	 

Table 7 summarizes how the meta-theorems were derived. 
The meta-theorems do not compare the organizations under 
analysis (as do the theorems) but the properties of these 
organizations. The algorithm has derived five different meta-
theorems, denoted MT, which relate to the concepts of higher 
survival, higher inertia, and higher reproducibility. These five 
meta-theorems, together with theorem AT6, represent an 
innovative insight into organizational ecology, and are the 
result of transformational creativity [9]. The algorithm was able 
to look into the space of possible theorems, searching in a 
different area of the conceptual space, and transforming the 
basic concepts into new ones. 

 

Conclusions and discussion 

Creativity-supporting systems have been shown to enhance the 
creativity of their users and the value of the organizations 
using them. This article proposes an algorithm, based on causal 
maps, to assist in the development of qualitative theories. The 
algorithm can test the basic axioms of the theory for 
contradictions, and to explore the relationship between these 
concepts to prove new theorems on a specific area of 
knowledge. The algorithm and the process of writing down the 
basic axioms of the theory in a causal format have shown to be 
useful in the identification of contradictions in the base theory 
that were solved by re-writing the basic axioms; most 
importantly, it was able to produce new theorems. Nonetheless, 
the selection and evaluation of these theorems’ rests with the 
users. 

The algorithm was applied to the analysis of structural 
inertia [35] and was able to prove theorems T2, T3, T4, and T5 

theorem T2, which was proved using assumption A3 and
theorem AT7.

Additionally, the algorithm was also able to derive the
meta-theorems presented in Table 6, which result from the
comparison of all the assumptions and theorems in the the-
ory. These meta-theorems are based on the concept of
C-equivalence and attempt to build complex causal relation-
ships in which the same set of antecedents can, simulta-
neously, cause a set of consequences. These meta-theorems,
therefore, correspond to the creation of potentially new con-
cepts (each one of the sets of consequences) that have only
one cause (the common set of antecedents).

In Table 6 meta-theorems MT1 and MT2 describe different
situations in which an organization that has higher inertia also
has a higher chance of survival. MT1 (derived from A1 and
AT1) shows that the two core competencies of organizations,
reliability and accountability, lead both to higher survival
chances and higher inertia. This result shows that inertia is
neither a consequence nor a cause of selection, but rather that
both inertia and selection are the result of the same evolu-
tionary forces: reliability and accountability. MT2 (derived
from A5 and AT7) reinforces this conclusion as it proves
that larger organizations, of the same class, have simulta-
neously higher inertia and higher chances of survival. These
two meta-theorems correspond to the creation of a new con-
cept which can be described as higher_survival_inertia(X,Y)
stating that some organizations have simultaneously a higher
chance of survival, and higher inertia, than others.

There is a further interesting contribution of meta-theorem
MT1 to explain the meaning of “selection” in the original
theorem T1. Hannan and Freeman [35, p. 162] state that
reproducibility is a sufficient condition for existence of iner-
tia, and that reliability and accountability lead to higher selec-
tion (as these require higher reproducibility, it follows that
higher reliability and higher accountability lead to higher
inertia). Therefore, inertia is a bi-product of selection. This
analysis clarifies the original theorem T1: it does not say that
inertia leads to selection. It says that organizations with highly
reproducible structures and, therefore, reliable and accounta-
ble, have higher inertia and higher chances of survival. Inertia

is a by-product of reliability and accountability that lead to
higher reproducibility and higher chances of survival. For this
reason, a better interpretation of this theorem would be T1*,
which corresponds to meta-theorem MT1.

Theorem T1*: Reorganization-free organizations with
higher reliability and accountability have, simultaneously,
higher inertia and higher survival chances.

Theorem T1* allows a comparison of different organizations,
identifying under which conditions one has higher inertia, and
higher chances of survival, than another. Most importantly, it
clearly states that, under certain conditions, selection and inertia
emerge together (even though there is no causal relationship
between them). The advantage of theorem T1* is that it breaks
any causal relationship between inertia and selection.

In this interpretation, the original theorem T1 was proved
correct from the original assumptions, therefore, the most
important result in [35] is indeed correct, without requiring
any extra assumptions. This is an important result, given
Young’s [77] criticism of the original theorem. This result
was achieved by re-interpreting the theorem and by using
meta-theorems that were able to compare multiple properties
with multiple properties.

A second concept is described by meta-theorems MT3 and
MT4: organizations that simultaneously exhibit higher survi-
val and higher reproducibility, higher_survival_reprod(X,Y).
MT3 (derived from A1 and A2) states that any organization
having higher reliability and accountability than another also
exhibits higher reproducibility and a higher chance of survi-
val. MT4 (derived from AT4 and AT6) states that any non-
reorganizing organization with higher accountability than a
reorganizing organization has higher reproducibility and a
higher chance of survival. Again, there is no causal implica-
tion from chance of survival to reproducibility (or vice versa).

Finally, MT5 (derived from AT2, AT3, and AT7) introduces
the third new concept that describes organizations which, simul-
taneously, exhibit higher inertia, higher reproducibility, andhigher
chances of survival, higher_survival_inertia_reprod(X,Y). This
meta-theorem shows that older organizations, when reorganiza-
tion free, have survived because they excelled at main drivers of
survival (reliability and accountability), both of which assume
higher reproducibility, which leads to higher inertia. However,
there are no direct implications between chances of survival,
inertia, and reproducibility.

Table 7 summarizes how themeta-theorems were derived. The
meta-theorems do not compare the organizations under analysis
(as do the theorems) but the properties of these organizations. The
algorithm has derived five different meta-theorems, denoted MT,
which relate to the concepts of higher survival, higher inertia, and
higher reproducibility. These five meta-theorems, together with
theorem AT6, represent an innovative insight into organizational
ecology, and are the result of transformational creativity [9]. The
algorithm was able to look into the space of possible theorems,
searching in a different area of the conceptual space, and trans-
forming the basic concepts into new ones.

Conclusions and discussion

Creativity supporting systems have been shown to enhance
the creativity of their users and the value of the organizations

Table 5. Summary of the precedents for each theorem.

Theorems Precedents

AT1 A2, A3
AT2 A3, AT7
AT3 A1, A4a, A4b
AT4 A1, A6
AT5 A9, A10
AT6 A2, A6
AT7 A2, A4a, A4b

Table 6. Causal table of derived meta-theorems.

MT1: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_inertia(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y)
^ higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X, Y)

MT2: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_inertia(X,Y)  same_class(X,Y) ^
larger(X,Y)

MT3: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_reprod (X,Y)  higher_reliab(X,Y) ^
higher_account(X,Y)

MT4: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_reprod(X,Y)  :reorg(X) ^ reorg(Y)
^ higher_account(X,Y)

MT5: higher_survival(X, Y) ^ higher_inertia(X,Y) ^ higher_reprod(X,Y)
 :reorg(X) ^ :reorg(Y) ^ higher_reliab(X,Y) ^ higher_account(X,Y)
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using them. This article proposes an algorithm, based on
causal maps, to assist in the development of qualitative the-
ories. The algorithm is able to test the basic axioms of the
theory for contradictions, and to explore the relationship
between these concepts to prove new theorems on a specific
area of knowledge. The algorithm and the process of writing
down the basic axioms of the theory in a causal format have
shown to be useful in the identification of contradictions in
the base theory that were solved by re-writing the basic
axioms; most importantly, it was able to produce new theo-
rems. Nonetheless, the selection and evaluation of these the-
orems rests with the users.

The algorithm was applied to the analysis of structural
inertia [35] and was able to prove theorems T2, T3, T4, and
T5 of the original theory, and it produced two new theorems,
AT1 and AT6, relating higher accountability to higher repro-
ducibility. It has also shown that theorem AT7 corresponds to
the original assumption 4, which was replaced in the base
theory. Moreover, the algorithm was able to produce five new
meta-theorems to explain how the main drivers of organiza-
tional evolution (reliability, accountability), together with size
can, simultaneously, lead to higher chances of survival, higher
inertia, and higher reproducibility. Of these, possibly the most
important one is MT1 that explains how, with the use of the
algorithm, theorem T1 in the original theory was “saved,” by
proving, as a meta-theorem, that reorganization-free organi-
zations with higher reliability and accountability have, simul-
taneously, higher inertia and higher survival chances.

One of the features of the modeling process is the use of
tables to summarize the causal map; these tables have the
advantage of allowing a compact representation of the cau-
sal relationships but they do not have the visual impact of a
causal map. This disadvantage can be surpassed by using
the causal diagram in the interaction with the users of the
system and the table format as an additional support in the
modeling process. Another feature of the modeling frame-
work presented in this article is the use of causal logic. This
was a deliberate choice, as it allows a clearer description of
the theories and the use of causality as the connection
between concepts. However, some theories cannot be trans-
lated into causal maps and, in this case, other cognitive
mapping techniques are required instead, such as concept
mapping, semantic maps, or influence diagrams, moreover,
in such cases, another type of logic needs to be used to
analyze the theory.

Even though the article has focused on the use of causal
maps to create new theory, it is possible that this same tool
can be used with other goals. For example, in the context of
analyzing the shared beliefs of the individuals in a group, [e.g.,
17, 24, 25, 37, 40, 42, 54, 67, 68, 76], and in helping in the

structuring of collective intelligence [45], the algorithm may
find contradictions in the different representations of the
problem and may be able to find new causal relationships,
improving the outcome from the group exercise. Another area
in which the use of the proposed algorithm may produce
interesting results is in the support to brainstorming sessions
[55]. It may be envisioned that brainstorming can be used as a
complement to the theorem generator by creating conjectures
that would be integrated in the basic theory to create a new,
consistent, complete, and sound set of causal relationships
and concepts.

A limitation of the methodology proposed in this article is
the reliance on an initial set of axioms and theorems in order
to develop new theorems, which limits the ability of the
theorem generator to create new theories. A possible exten-
sion to the current framework might include the use of
datasets to assess the value of the currently held theories
and to derived data-based theorems.
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of the original theory, and it produced two new theorems, AT1 
and AT6, relating higher accountability to higher 
reproducibility. It has also shown that theorem AT7 corresponds 
to the original assumption 4, which was replaced in the base 
theory. Moreover, the algorithm was able to produce five new 
meta-theorems to explain how the main drivers of 
organizational evolution (reliability, accountability), together 
with size can, simultaneously, lead to higher chances of 
survival, higher inertia, and higher reproducibility. Of these, 
possibly the most important one is MT1 which explains how, 
with the use of the algorithm, theorem T1 in the original theory 
was “saved,” by proving, as a meta-theorem, that 
reorganization-free organizations with higher reliability and 
accountability have, simultaneously, higher inertia and higher 
survival chances. 

One of the features of the modelling process is the use of 
tables to summarize the causal map; these tables have the 
advantage of allowing a compact representation of the causal 
relationships, but they do not have the visual impact of a causal 
map. This disadvantage can be surpassed by using the causal 
diagram in the interaction with the users of the system and the 
table format as additional support in the modelling process. 
Another feature of the modelling framework presented in this 
article is the use of causal logic. This was a deliberate choice, 
as it allows a clearer description of the theories and the use of 
causality as the connection between concepts. However, some 
theories cannot be translated into causal maps, and, in this case, 
other cognitive mapping techniques are required instead, such 
as concept mapping, semantic maps, or influence diagrams, 
moreover, in such cases, another type of logic needs to be used 
to analyze the theory. 

Even though the article has focused on the use of causal 
maps to create a new theory, it is possible that this same tool 
can be used with other goals. For example, in the context of 
analyzing the shared beliefs of the individuals in a group, [e.g., 
17, 24, 25, 37, 40, 42, 54, 67, 68, 76], and in helping in the 
structuring of collective intelligence [45], the algorithm may 
find contradictions in the different representations of the 
problem and may be able to find new causal relationships, 
improving the outcome from the group exercise. Another area 
in which the use of the proposed algorithm may produce 
interesting results is in the support of brainstorming sessions 
[55]. It may be envisioned that brainstorming can be used as a 
complement to the theorem generator by creating conjectures 
that would be integrated into the basic theory to create a new, 
consistent, complete, and sound set of causal relationships and 
concepts. 

A limitation of the methodology proposed in this article is 
the reliance on an initial set of axioms and theorems in order to 
develop new theorems, which limits the ability of the theorem 
generator to create new theories. A possible extension to the 
current framework might include the use of datasets to assess 
the value of the currently held theories and to derive data-based 
theorems. 
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